
SERVICE OUR FEE

Company Incorporation $1,000 (includes ASIC fee of $538)

Standard Discretionary Trust $600 + GST

Standard Discretionary Trust which
excludes foreign beneficiaries

$750 + GST

Standard Unit Trust $800* + GST

Fixed Unit Trust (Schedule 2F complying) $950* + GST

Hybrid Unit Trust $1,200* + GST

Advice on which trust/structure to adopt
Our fees are charged at our hourly rates. Pricing can be provided on
receipt of  instructions.

Victorian Primary Production Land Trust $1,200
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*up to 5 unitholders, $50 + GST per extra unitholder
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Our Tax & Structuring practice provides high-end tax planning and risk management for corporate clients,
private businesses and high net worth individuals. We employ a strategic approach to our advice that factors
in the changing legislative and judicial landscape, and ensure that our advice and approach is practical,
taking into account commercial drivers and other considerations wider than pure tax law. 

We position our practice to ensure that larger corporate and property transactions, as well as bespoke
succession planning, asset acquisition and exit planning, are structured to achieve strong business and
satisfactory testamentary outcomes but always taking into consideration tax and asset protection drivers.

SCHEDULE OF FEES 

In the table below, we set out our fees for a range of company incorporation matters.

TAX & STRUCTURING

The fees noted above do not encompass any stamp duty obligations that may be applicable in your specific
state jurisdiction. For example, in Victoria a stamping fee of $200 is imposed by the State Revenue Office. We
can attend to the stamping process on your behalf and upon engagement we will inform you of the relevant
charges imposed in the jurisdiction of the trust. 


